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Advanced predictive analytics is gaining importance and 
proven impact in R&D environments. Surprisingly, the data 

science universe and the research and development universe 
co-exist with insufficient overlap in sharing the innovative value 
creating solutions. We claim that data driven solutions will see 
a greater success in a formulation discovery process only when 
they are understood and internalized by domain experts not just 
data scientists, and when domain experts take ownership of the 
solutions. This can only happen if predictive analytics outcomes 
are communicated to domain experts in human language with 
a narrative; otherwise they have little chance to be sustainably 
deployed. Data-driven strategy is assumed to require epic efforts 
in terms of upfront investment and unique talent acquisition. 
Budgets are almost always spent on collecting the data with little 
to no plans on what to do with it later, which makes the data-
driven transformation incomplete.  Interestingly, the technology 

exists to turn all of these data into immediate actions without 
epic efforts and with existing human capital.
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